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Abstract

Thin-walled aerospace structures can be idealised as dimensionally reduced shell models. These models can be analysed in a fraction of the time required for a full 3D model yet still provide remarkably accurate results. The disadvantages of this approach are the time taken to derive the idealised model, though this is offset by the ease and rapidity of design optimisation with respect to parameters such as shell thickness, and the fact that the stresses in the local 3D details can not be resolved.

A process for automatically creating a mixed dimensional idealisation of a component from its CAD model is outlined in this paper. It utilises information contained in the CAD feature tree to locate the sketches associated with suitable features in the model. Suitable features are those created by carrying out dimensional addition operations on 2D sketches, in particular sweeping the sketch along a line to create an extruded solid, or revolving the sketch around an axis to create an axisymmetric solid. Geometric proximity information provided by the 2D Medial Axis Transform is used to determine slender regions in the sketch suitable for dimensional reduction. The slender regions in the sketch are used to create sheet bodies representing the thin regions of the component, into which local 3D solid models of complex details are embedded. Analyses of the resulting models provide accurate results in a fraction of the run time required for the 3D model analysis.

Also discussed is a web service implementation of the process which automatically dimensionally reduces 2D planar sketches in the STEP format.

1 Introduction

During preliminary design of complex, thin-walled aerospace structures, finite element analysis (FEA) is carried out on idealised models comprised of lower dimensional elements such as beams, shells or plates. This computationally efficient analysis enables rapid optimisation of the global behaviour of the structure. Dimensional reduction is a popular simplification technique that involves the idealisation of simple regions in a model for which the behaviour can be predicted using engineering principles. Thin sheets of material, which have large lateral dimensions relative to their thickness, are approximated by their mid surface with a thickness attribute. Slender solids have one large dimension relative to the other two, and are approximated by a line along their neutral axis with cross sectional attributes [Donaghy et al. 2000]. The combination of elements of different dimension in one analysis model is referred to as mixed dimensional modelling.

Current aerospace practice makes extensive use of idealised stiffened shell models, in which 1D stiffeners reinforce 2D manifold shell models. These can determine natural frequencies with sufficient accuracy in run times which are 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than the equivalent analysis on a detailed solid model. However generating the idealisation from a 3D solid Digital Mock Up is time consuming and involves a skilled analyst using engineering judgement to determine the most suitable idealisation of the component, and then creating the equivalent analysis model. This significantly reduces the advantages offered by the approach.

The inclusion of idealisation and dimensional reduction tools is becoming more common in commercial finite element analysis pre-processors. Many pre-processors [Altair, MSC, PTC (ProE), Unigraphics, Ideas] offer “mid surface extraction”, allowing the user to extract the mid surface of a part, or from between two opposite faces. Some of the more advanced tools also have the ability to extract a surface from a group of user defined surfaces.

Typically the idealisations offered by such programs are poor, and do not accurately represent the geometry they are idealising. Figure 1(a) shows a part body and (b) the same part body with the mid surface calculated by a commercial CAD package in grey. Clearly the calculated mid surface does not accurately represent the part, and it is not obvious what the mid surface should be in the vicinity of the change in thickness. Problems also exist for “T” shaped sections, where the faces from which the mid surface are to be extracted are ambiguous. The result on sections such as this can be an incorrect or incomplete idealisation. Another problem is that the idealisation tools cannot idealise regions of a part, and will reduce all of a component where perhaps only some areas are suitable for reduction. In Figure 1 a full 3D analysis
would be required to capture the stress concentration at the change in section.

The aim of this research is to automate the preparation of simplified models from the CAD preliminary design information, allowing the advantages of appropriate idealisation to be realised without the expense of preparing the simplified models manually.

Aerospace CAD models are often comprised of swept and revolved features, generated by carrying out dimensional addition operations on planar sketches. This paper details an implementation that idealises the sketches used to generate these features, located by searching the CAD model feature tree for suitable feature types. The procedures outlined have been implemented in CATIA V5, but a similar approach is available for most commercial CAD systems.

Section 8 compares the results of an analysis of a mixed-dimensional geometry with the surface boundary in two places. The radius of the maximal inscribed disc is recorded along the length of the medial edge.

Where medial edges meet, medial vertices occur. These represent the position of the centroid of the maximal inscribed disc when the set of boundary elements the disc is in contact with changes. Medial vertices also occur where a medial edge terminates with zero radius at a convex corner vertex, or where the inscribed circle is in curvature contact with the object boundary [Ramanathan and Gurumoorthy 2003; Hanniel et al. 2005].

The geometric information supplied by the 2D MAT has been utilised by many researchers for a range of purposes. [Gursoy et al. 1991] demonstrated how the MAT can be used to decompose a shape into simpler regions. [Ang et al. 2002; Tam et al. 1991] detail how the information can be used to generate an adaptive mesh for a surface. Similar to the requirements of this work [Armstrong et al. 1998; Donaghy et al. 2000; Suresh 2003] make use of the 2D MAT to determine suitable regions in a model for dimensional reduction.

The TranscenData implementation of the MAT [TranscenData], commercially available within the CADfix software, was used for the work outlined in this paper. It records as attributes for each medial edge the radius of the largest, smallest and average maximal inscribed disc.

2.2 3D MAT

The 3D MAT consists of medial surfaces as well as edges and vertices. A medial surface exists where the inscribed sphere is in contact with the boundary faces of the solid in two places, a medial edge where it is in contact with the faces in three places, and a medial vertex where it is in contact in four or more places. As for the 2D case, a medial vertex also occurs where a medial edge is terminated at a corner vertex, or where finite contact occurs between the inscribed sphere and the boundary of the body. Medial edges and vertices can also be caused by curvature contact.

Although much research has been done into the generation of the 3D MAT [Lee et al. 1994; Lee et al. 1997; Sherbrooke et al. 1996] a robust, commercially available implementation is currently not available. Like the 2D MAT, the 3D implementation has been widely used for shape interrogation and simplification [Sheehy et al. 1996], and adaptive meshing [Gursoy et al. 1991].

3 Dimensional reduction of 2D surfaces

Dimensional reduction is when regions of simple geometry are approximated by elements of lower dimension with the reduced
For a 2D planar surface a dimensional reduction is achieved by slender regions being approximated by their midlines (1D elements), with the thickness of the region applied as an attribute.

The dimensional reduction of 2D surfaces in this paper is facilitated by geometric proximity information provided by the TranscenData implementation of the 2D MAT, and uses a procedure similar to that of [Donaghy et al. 2000].

The procedures outlined below have been incorporated into software built on top of the CADfix implementation of the 2D MAT.

The steps used in the software are:
1. Input profile/sketch
2. Generate MAT (Figure 2)
3. Identify medial edges representing slender regions (Figure 2)
4. Extend chunky regions one medial axis diameter into the slender regions (Figure 5)
5. Partition model into slender and chunky regions (Figure 6)
6. Replace slender regions with the equivalent midline (Figure 7)

### 3.1 Identification of slender regions

The MAT provides the geometric information to identify the medial edges representing slender regions.

![Figure 2. Profile, MAT and measurements used to determine aspect ratio.](image)

#### 3.1.1 Aspect Ratio

The geometric proximity information provided by the MAT is used to determine where the slender regions in the profile occur. A slender region is long relative to its thickness. The measure of aspect ratio (AR) is used to determine if a region is slender. The aspect ratio of a medial edge is calculated using the length of the edge, and the diameter of the largest maximal inscribed disc [Equation 1].

\[
AR = \frac{\text{Length of medial edge}}{\text{Diameter of largest maximal inscribed disc}} \tag{1}
\]

The diameter of the largest maximal inscribed disc that traces out the medial edge under investigation is used in the calculation of aspect ratio to ensure a conservative estimate of slenderness.

A region is considered slender if it has an aspect ratio greater than a critical value (Critical Aspect Ratio, CAR). Figure 3 shows the effect of varying the CAR on the mixed dimensional model produced. As the CAR is increased the amount of dimensional reduction is reduced. It should be noted that reasonable analysis results can be obtained with a CAR of around 2.

![Figure 3. Models produced by varying critical aspect ratio.](image)

#### 3.1.2 Difference in diameter

When the models considered are of clean geometry the sole consideration of aspect ratio as a measure of slenderness is appropriate. However, it is common for models of even simple geometry to contain complex topology, which complicates the interpretation of the MAT information. An example of this is shown in Figure 4, where the top and bottom edges bounding the horizontal slender region are each comprised of several segments. As a result, the slender region is associated with 5 medial edges (ME1 to ME5), all of which are quite short. None are slender based on the aspect ratio computation of [Equation 1].

![Figure 4. Complex topology producing a number of medial edges.](image)

If a region is represented by more than one medial edge, some or all of which have an aspect ratio below the critical value, it is necessary to group them together to determine whether the region they represent is slender, and if so to dimensionally reduce it. A measure is required to determine whether shorter medial edges should be considered as part of a group (or chain) of medial lines.

Two adjacent medial lines are to be considered as representing the same region if they have similar medial diameters. The approach adopted in this paper considers the difference in diameter of the maximal inscribed discs that created each medial edge, and compares it with that of the neighbouring medial edge. If the difference is small (< 5%) they are considered to represent the same region. This check is continued for adjacent medial edges in both directions until one is located at each end that does not meet the condition or a branch point (where more than two medial edges meet) is met. A chain of medial edges created in this way is considered to represent one region. The aspect ratio of the chain is determined using [Equation 1], but instead of using the length and diameter of one medial edge, the combined length of the medial edges, and the largest maximum disc diameter for the entire chain is used. If the calculated aspect ratio exceeds the critical value the region is considered slender.

[Lin 2005] uses a similar measure to determine where potential problem areas for extrusion die manufacture occur.
The diameter difference measure also ensures the region is not overly tapered, since the beam, shell and plate theories used for the idealisation assume that the elements do not have large taper. In this way the diameter difference replaces the taper ratio suggested by [Donaghy et al. 2000].

3.2 Localised stresses

To account for the localised stress disturbances occurring adjacent to chunky regions, St Venant’s principle [Goodier 1933] suggests that the chunky region is extended into the slender by a short distance. The stress concentrations generated by rapid changes in geometry can only be resolved by elements of full dimension, as will be shown in section 6. This is achieved by shortening the medial edge (or medial chain) representing the slender region by one diameter of the largest maximal inscribed disc for that edge (or chain) at each end (Figure 5). This reduction in length affects the aspect ratio of the region. To account for this [Equation 1] is replaced with [Equation 2].

\[
AR = \frac{\text{Length of medial edge}}{\text{Diameter of largest maximal inscribed disc}} - 2 \quad [2]
\]

Figure 5. Shorten slender regions by one disc diameter.

3.3 Partitioning and reducing the model

When the medial edges representing the slender regions have been shortened the body is partitioned into slender and chunky regions. In Figure 6, A represents the only region that has an aspect ratio above a given critical value and is considered slender.

The surface representing the slender region is removed, and replaced with its mid line, which takes the geometry of the associated medial edge. The result is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6. The partitioned profile.

Figure 7. The mixed dimensional result.

3.4 Ignoring perturbations

A perturbation is a single short medial edge caused by a small local feature in the geometry, an example of which is shown in Figure 8(a).

The region within the touching points of the MAT vertex where the perturbation meets the other medial edges (shaded in gray in Figure 8(a)) would typically be considered to represent a chunky region. The branch point would be offset by one inscribed disc diameter in each direction along the medial edges (as shown in Figure 8(b)) and the surface partitioned. Providing the regions outside the partition have an aspect ratio greater than the critical aspect ratio they can be dimensionally reduced (Figure 8(c)).

Typically, if the feature is small relative to the thickness of the part it has negligible effect on the global model. Within the idealisation procedures medial edges shorter than the maximal diameter of the inscribed disc of the adjacent medial edges are ignored. This means that areas that would be slender without the small feature are modelled as slender. The result for the model shown in Figure 8(a) is a pair of mid-lines (Figure 8(d)).

4 Locating suitable sketch based features

When using modern feature based CAD systems, it is common practice to 3D model components by sweeping a 2D sketch along a line to create an extruded solid, or revolving a sketch around an axis to create an axisymmetric solid. Carrying out these operations on the 2D/1D mixed dimensional profiles created using the procedures described in section 3 results in a mixed dimensional idealisation of the original CAD feature.

The first step is to locate all of the suitable features in the model by using a scripting interface to the CAD package. Visual Basic (VB) scripting in CATIA V5 allows each feature in the model to be visited, and checked whether it is a suitable feature type (A “Pad” or a “Shaft” feature). This is achieved in CATIA V5 using the “TypeName(Feature)”. Some sketch based features remove material from the model (e.g. a pocket feature) and are not suitable for reduction.

It is also necessary to record the parameter information about the feature so that the appropriate operation can be used on the mixed dimensional profile. This information includes the starting and ending lengths for a sweep, or angles for a revolve.

Figure 9 shows a CAD model and its feature tree, in which the feature “Shaft.1”, and its associated sketch (Sketch.1) are visible.
The sketch can be extracted, converted to a planar surface, and exported to the dimensional reduction software using scripting.

5 Modelling with the dimensionally reduced surface

Once dimensionally reduced the resulting mixed dimensional surface is imported back into the CAD environment, and is used instead of the sketch in the feature operation.

5.1 Creating the idealised feature

When a dimensionally reduced profile (Figure 10) is imported into the CAD package, the same dimensional addition operation is used as on the original sketch. This may not be the same feature type as was used for the original sketch as unfortunately most CAD packages have different operations for solid and surface bodies.

In CATIA V5 any operation resulting in a solid, like the revolution of a surface representing the chunky region is a part design feature (like the shaft feature used in the example). Lines representing the slender regions must be revolved or extruded using a surface design tool, (such as the revolute function), as the result is a surface. Figure 11 shows the result of revolving the mixed dimensional profile from Figure 10. In the feature tree three shaft features are visible, representing the solid parts of the model, shown in dark shading in Figure 11. The two revolute features, created by revolving the mid lines, are the grey regions of the model.

5.2 Adding additional features

The procedures above approximate only the feature the sketch is associated with (Shaft.1 in the CAD model feature tree shown in Figure 9). Other features in the model (EdgeFillet.1, EdgeFillet.2, Pocket.1 and CircPattern.1 in Figure 9) have to be incorporated into the mixed dimensional representation of the sketch based feature to create an idealisation of the overall component. In this paper the “feature model” is defined as the geometric model created by suppressing a given set of features (everything after Shaft.1 in Figure 9).

After creating a mixed dimensional model of the feature there are two possible sources of error in the representation:
1. Material not approximated by the mixed dimensional model of the feature.
2. Material modelled by the mixed dimensional model of the feature, which should not be.

The first group refers to material that is added to the model after the original feature was created from the sketch, but which does not create thin sheets of material suitable for dimensional reduction. An example would be edge fillets applied to the interior corners (EdgeFillet.1 in Figure 9), or bosses added to a component.

The second group refers to material that is removed from the original feature at a later stage. Examples would be the pocket features (Pocket.1 in Figure 9) used to create the holes in the component shown in Figure 9, or fillets on exterior corners (EdgeFillet.2 in Figure 9).

A Boolean symmetric difference between the feature model and the component model (with all features unsuppressed) can be used to identify the material in both categories. The three entities used in the description of the Boolean operations are the component model (A), the feature model (B), and the mixed dimensional idealisation of the feature model shown in Figure 11, (C).

Figure 11 shows the result of subtracting the feature model from the component model (A – B). The result is the internal fillets that are added to the interior corners of the stiffener, which is the material added by EdgeFillet.1 in Figure 9.

Figure 12 shows the result of subtracting the feature model from the component model (A – B). The result is the internal fillets that are added to the interior corners of the stiffener, which is the material added by EdgeFillet.1 in Figure 9.
Figure 13 shows the result of subtracting the component model from the feature model \((B - A)\). The result is the material removed by the holes and the external fillets added at each end of the component, or Pocket.1, CircPattern.1 and EdgeFillet.2 respectively in Figure 9.

![Figure 13: Feature model - Component model (B – A).](image)

Adding the result of \(A-B\) (Figure 12) to the mixed dimensional idealisation of the feature model \(C\) (Figure 11), and subtracting the result of \(B-A\) (Figure 13) produces a mixed dimensional idealisation of the component (Figure 14), where all material in the model is considered.

\[
\text{Idealisation} = C + (A - B) - (B - A)
\]

![Figure 14: Add and subtract extra material (C + (A-B) – (B-A)). Sheet bodies are in dark shading, solids are light.](image)

The operation depicted in Figure 14 may in some instances result in sliver sheet and solid features. Sliver solids should be added to the adjacent solid chunky parts. Sliver sheets should be thickened and added to the adjacent chunky parts.

### 5.3 Managing interfaces between idealised features.

All of the material in the model is represented in the result of the operation in Figure 14, but it is possible not all of the material is properly connected in the idealisation. Figure 15 shows the cross section through a component, the features used to create it, their idealisations, and the different interfaces that occur.

The component in Figure 15 is comprised of four features (labelled A-D), two of which (A and C) are suitable for idealisation because they have slender regions. The structural representation of the component is shown, with the same four features labelled a to d. The different interfaces that occur between the idealisations of the features are also shown. There are three different categories of interface:

1. Solid - solid (between a and d)
2. Sheet - sheet (between a and c)
3. Solid - sheet (between a and b)

![Figure 15: Interfaces in a component idealisation.](image)

The solid - solid interface requires no further operation, as at the common boundary between the two there is automatically full contact making it suitable for analysis.

The sheet - sheet interface is modelled in reduced dimensional elements after the idealisation. If accurate local stresses are required, the region where slender features intersect cannot be modelled using reduced dimensional elements and must be modelled in full dimension. The procedure for increasing the dimension in such regions is shown in Figure 16.

![Figure 16: Procedure to model sheet - sheet interface.](image)

Figure 16(a) shows the reduced dimension element – reduced dimension element interface in both 2D and 3D. The first step in creating a full dimensional interface is to intersect the two components (Figure 16(b)), which creates a point in the 2D scenario, and a line in the 3D. The point or line created by intersecting the elements should then be offset by an amount equal to 1.5 sheet thicknesses in each direction (Figure 16(c)).
This is analogous to the offset of the chunky region in section 3.2. In the area adjacent to the intersection, shown in white in Figure 16(c), thickening operations are applied to create a full 3D model of the intersection, shown in Figure 16(d). It is in this solid region that the localised stress is modelled during the analysis.

The solid – sheet interface occurs in regions where material is added to a slender feature later in the feature tree. When the slender feature is idealised, the solid body representing the later feature is no longer in contact with the sheet as is shown between a and b in Figure 15. Clearly this is not suitable and the material in the adjacent sheet should be considered as part of the chunky solid rather than as a thin sheet. The procedures to achieve this are shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17(a) shows the reduced dimension element and full dimension element not in contact in a 2D and 3D situation. The first step in the integration of the two is to project the boundary of the face of the solid nearest to the reduced dimension element onto the reduced dimension element. This creates points in the 2D scenario and lines in the 3D. These lines are then offset by an amount equal to one thickness in the same direction as the outward facing normal of the faces adjacent to the face that was projected onto the reduced element. The offset is to allow for localised stresses that occur adjacent to the chunky region. The point or lines created by the offset are used to partition the reduced dimension elements. The partitioned region adjacent to the solid part, shown in white in Figure 17(c), is thickened by half the thickness in each direction. The thickened interface is automatically united with the solid feature, shown in Figure 17(d).

5.4 Implementation difficulties using CATIA V5 scripting

The above procedures have been automated using CATIA V5 scripting with the exception of the two operations detailed below. The implementation of both of these operations would be trivial using a low level modelling kernel, but not in a commercial CAD system.

Unfortunately it is not possible to carry out Boolean operations between solid and sheet bodies in CATIA V5, through either the scripting interface or graphical user interface. Figure 18 shows that the Boolean subtraction of a solid cylinder from a sheet body will result in the sheet body without the cylinder removed. The result should be a sheet with a hole in it.

The procedures discussed in section 5.3 for the sheet - sheet interface, and the solid - sheet interface can be automated for CATIA V5 using VB scripting, with the exception of the projection of the full dimension element onto the reduced element shown in Figure 17(b). This cannot be achieved because of the lack of topological information for solid bodies in the scripting interface. VB scripting of CATIA V5 does not allow the identification and selection of individual faces for a solid body, and as such it is impossible to identify which face is to be projected onto the reduced dimensional element.

Figure 18. Problems with the Boolean Subtraction.

The prototype implementation required interactive picking of the relevant faces to illustrate the proof of concept studies described here.

6 Mixed dimensional coupling

To allow accurate finite element analysis of the mixed dimensional idealisation, the solid elements representing the chunky regions need to be embedded into the global shell models of the component. The accurate modelling of stress at mixed dimensional interfaces is not achieved successfully by many of the coupling techniques that are available in commercial CAD systems. This section reviews successful research previously carried out in this area.

The majority of finite element pre-processors have inbuilt coupling techniques that are used to join regions of different dimension together for analysis. The problem with many of these techniques is that spurious stresses are generated at the interface. The majority of these techniques are derived by considering the displacements of the nodes on either side of the mixed dimensional interface.

The accurate coupling of regions of different dimension has been investigated by [McCune et al. 2000; Monaghan et al. 2000; Shim et al. 2002]. In dimensionally reduced regions it is assumed that the stress through the thickness of the region adheres to the conventional strength of materials theories i.e. that in-plane loading and/or plate bending causes stress which varies linearly through the thickness, whilst out-of-plane shear forces cause shear stress which varies parabolically through the thickness. It is the ability to determine the distribution of stress through the thickness of the plate that allows a more accurate coupling technique to be derived. St Venant’s Principle [Goodier 1933] suggests that the stress in a body will assume this distribution away from a detail
feature. Figure 19 shows a component with transverse shear loading applied at one end. Figure 19 (a and c) shows that the stress in the body is not linear through the thickness of the mixed dimensional interface adjacent to the fillet radius. Figure 19 (b and d) shows how the stress in the body is linear through the thickness of the mixed dimensional interface at one thickness away from the fillet.

![Image of component with transverse shear loading](image)

Figure 19. Application of coupling at (a and c) at detail feature, (b and d) one thickness away from detail feature. Contours shown are of Von Mises equivalent stress.

McCune introduced the procedures for 3D-2D coupling [McCune et al. 2000], Monaghan extended it to 3D-1D coupling [Monaghan et al. 2000] and Shim automated the procedure for laminates of multiple materials [Shim et al. 2002]. The underlying principle of the techniques is to equate the work done on the boundary of the reduced dimensional side of the mixed dimensional interface to the work done by the stresses on the full dimensional side. The stresses on the 3D side of the interface can be written in terms of forces and moments on the reduced side. This allows the forces and moments to be eliminated, resulting in multipoint constraint equations (MPCs) relating the displacements and rotations of the reduced dimensional side to the displacements on the 3D side. In practical terms this is achieved by writing equations for each node on the reduced dimensional side of the element, relating each degree of freedom for that particular node to the degrees of freedom of the 3D nodes adjacent to it.

7 Dimensional reduction web service

In order to allow the dimensional reduction software to be tested, and to allow its inclusion in automated work flows, a method of accessing the tool over the internet was developed. This brought several advantages over distributing the software to end user partners as development continued:

- Proprietary software was being used which not all partners had access to.
- Partners did not all work on the same platform.
- Partners did not have to install any software on their machines.
- Changes could be tested immediately by partners.
- The latest version of the software was always available.

7.1 Web page

Initial deployment was via a system in which a user could access the software via a web browser. A web page [QUB] exists containing a form which allows a user to enter the location of a STEP file on their system and an e-mail address to receive the reduced file. On submission the file and the e-mail address are uploaded to the web server. A PHP script on the server causes the dimensional reduction software to process the STEP file and generates a web page informing the user that the process is underway and that results will be e-mailed to the provided address.

When a STEP file has been reduced successfully an email is sent to the provided address containing the reduced STEP file as an attachment, otherwise an email is sent detailing the error.

This was an acceptable method of testing the software, but was limited to having a user interact with the web page.

7.2 Web services

To expand upon the internet distribution it was decided to create a web service interface to the dimensional reduction software.

A web service is a method of sharing web based applications using web standards. XML (Extended Markup Language) [W3 (1)] is used to tag the data, SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [W3 (2)] is used for transferring the data and WSDL (Web Services Description Language) [W3 (3)] is used to define the interface to the service in a machine readable way. All three are defined by W3, the World Wide Web Consortium and are open standards.

The advantage over the web page based approach is that the service need not be called by human interaction; it can be part of an automated procedure. It is possible to have a number of different client programs, written in different languages or operating on different platforms which can all access the same service. It is also possible to create a GUI for the web service on any target platform.

7.2.1 Service Implementation

Web services may be implemented in any language that supports the WSDL and SOAP protocols and deployed using a suitable application server. There are numerous application servers available which provide web service support including those from IBM and Microsoft.

In the test case described here, the Jakarta Tomcat server [Tomcat] with Axis [Axis] from the Apache Foundation was used. Tomcat is a Java Servlet Container, allowing Java classes to be made available to remote machines. The connection to the Tomcat server is through a defined port and utilises the HTTP protocol. Axis provides an implementation of the SOAP standard and is built on top of the Tomcat server to allow SOAP messages to be created and read within the services.

In this setup a Java program is created and compiled using the Axis libraries. To be run as a service the class is deployed to the server. This is achieved by creating a WSDD (Web Service Deployment Descriptors) file which specifies the class and the methods of the class to be made available via the service. Tomcat allows the processing of this file and adds a service relating to the Java class. It is possible from the server to find all the available services and to generate a WSDL file to describe any service that is available.
7.2.2 Web Service Client

To call the service a client of some description is required. Clients may be created on any platform and in any language that supports the SOAP protocol. There are SOAP libraries for most major languages.

For this example a SOAP library which can handle “soap with attachments” is required for sending files via web services. This is required as the XML is essentially a text based format. The Axis libraries are used to implement the client side functionality.

For testing purpose a small Java client was created which allows a file to be selected to be uploaded to the web service where it is dimensionally reduced. When the file is returned the client allows it to be saved as a new file. This client remained the same as the software on the server was changed.

7.2.3 Full Demonstration

The web service was publicly demonstrated at the VIVACE project’s Forum 1 event [VIVACE]. In this demo a client was developed within the FIPER [FIPER] system.

FIPER allows processes to be designed using a drag and drop interface, and in case a dimensional reduction process was created. FIPER also has the ability to call web services, and so it was possible to make the design analysis process call the dimensional reduction web service instead of a local program. With the process created it was possible to drop the dimensional reduction process into a workflow. In the demo a Unigraphics part file was modified live, and the edited file had its profile extracted as a STEP file and automatically sent to the dimensional reduction service which was running on a server in the Queen’s University of Belfast. The returned STEP file was then used automatically by the next phase in the process.

8 Analysis of a mixed dimensional idealisation

This section details the comparison of three different analysis models for a simple aero engine component. This investigation was used to quantify the advantages of mixed dimensional modelling for finite Element Analysis.

The first model is a 3D solid model of the component, which was used as the reference model. The component is created as a single CAD feature produced by revolving a sketch around an axis, and is therefore suitable for dimensional reduction using the techniques described in previous sections. To ensure accurate analysis results the 3D model was meshed very densely. The second is a mixed dimensional model produced using the web page described in section 7, and the third is an idealised model produced by a skilled analyst using the current industrial practice.

8.1 Model Creation

All models had the same material properties and were analysed using MSC NASTRAN. The interfaces for the mixed dimensional model were coupled using the RSCSCON MPCs native to NASTRAN.

The sketch used to create the model is shown in Figure 20 and its mixed dimensional idealisation is shown in Figure 21. Table 1 shows a comparison of the model data for each model. The shell model is 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the 3D model, whilst the mixed dimensional model is less than 5 times bigger than the shell model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modes</th>
<th>3D Model</th>
<th>Shell model</th>
<th>Mixed Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freq. Hz</td>
<td>Freq. Hz</td>
<td>Error %</td>
<td>Freq. Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>83.95</td>
<td>77.99</td>
<td>-7.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>96.43</td>
<td>90.39</td>
<td>-6.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>224.00</td>
<td>216.49</td>
<td>-3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-14</td>
<td>310.29</td>
<td>283.28</td>
<td>-8.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-16</td>
<td>371.05</td>
<td>336.63</td>
<td>-9.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-18</td>
<td>418.48</td>
<td>369.24</td>
<td>-11.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-20</td>
<td>503.57</td>
<td>455.61</td>
<td>-9.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-22</td>
<td>514.42</td>
<td>520.08</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-24</td>
<td>622.08</td>
<td>520.21</td>
<td>-16.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-26</td>
<td>650.80</td>
<td>545.57</td>
<td>-16.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-28</td>
<td>664.42</td>
<td>642.26</td>
<td>-3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-30</td>
<td>747.96</td>
<td>660.28</td>
<td>-11.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 details the results for the modal analyses of the models. During the analysis the first 30 modes were retained. The 3D model was used as the reference model to calculate the error in the idealisations.

All of the mode shapes matched for each model. Figure 22 shows the mode shapes for the three models for modes 19-20, whilst...
Table 3 shows the time taken to complete the modal analysis on each model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis Time (s)</th>
<th>3D Shell Mix-dim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1212.578</td>
<td>6.375 20.796</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.3 Stiffness Analysis

The second type of analysis carried out on the models was a stiffness analysis. This involved clamping the face of the component at one end and applying different loads to a node linked to the face at the opposite end. The setup is shown in Figure 23.

![Figure 23. Stiffness analysis setup.](image)

The second type of analysis carried out on the models was a stiffness analysis. This involved clamping the face of the component at one end and applying different loads to a node linked to the face at the opposite end. The setup is shown in Figure 23.

Six different loads were applied to the node. These were:
- 1N force in X, Y and Z directions
- 1Nm moment about X, Y and Z axis

For each load case the displacement and rotations of the centre node are measured, and taken to correspond to the stiffness of the model.

Table 4 lists the errors in the idealisations relative to the 3D model for each load applied. The analysis time for each model is shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shell error (%)</th>
<th>Mix-dim error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Force X (1N)</td>
<td>-44.43 1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force Y (1N)</td>
<td>-18.14 1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force Z (1N)</td>
<td>-18.14 1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moment X (1Nm)</td>
<td>-20.61 0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moment Y (1Nm)</td>
<td>-49.55 0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moment Z (1Nm)</td>
<td>-49.55 0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Stiffness analysis time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis Time (s)</th>
<th>3D Shell Mix-dim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>496.203</td>
<td>1.75 7.812</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9 Discussion

There are two main topics for discussion arising from the work detailed, namely the advantages and disadvantages offered by the procedures so far, and how to advance the automatic idealisation of general 3D CAD models.

9.1 Current procedures

The procedures detailed in this paper have been shown to produce 3D-2D idealised models that can be analysed in run times that are more than 80% smaller than those of the corresponding 3D model for a modal analysis. The error in the results for the idealisation is shown to be less than 2% relative to the 3D model. Clearly the reduction in analysis time is significant. Table 1 shows that the size of the model created by the procedures is smaller than the 3D model; for example it only contains 8520 nodes compared to 198000 for the 3D model. However, the idealisation created using the current best practice is smaller still with only 1807 nodes.

The analysis time for the mixed dimensional idealisation is 4.5 times longer for a modal analysis than an idealised model created using industrial best practice, and over three times longer for a stiffness analysis. In both the stiffness and the modal analysis the model created using the current best practice had a maximum error of 17% and 50% respectively relative to the 3D model. The maximum error for the mixed dimensional model created using the procedures in this paper is < 2%. This is because elements of full dimension are used where required i.e. in chunky regions where the solution is varying in a complex way. Reduced dimensional elements are used where they are appropriate i.e. in thin sheets of material away from the stress concentrations caused by chunky regions.

The creation of a mixed dimensional model using the procedures detailed in this paper is much simpler and less error prone than the current practice.

It is worth noting the mixed dimensional model for which the analysis results are shown in section 8 was created using a critical aspect ratio of 2. Increasing this value may improve the accuracy, but will also increase the analysis time. As the accuracy is already acceptable the disadvantages of increasing the critical aspect ratio outweigh the advantages.

The web implementation of the procedures allows the dimension reduction of planar profiles in the STEP format. This allows remote access to the procedures detailed, without having to install software locally. It also allows the procedures to be integrated into any workflow managed by a web service enabled system.

9.2 Future work

To reap the full rewards of mixed dimensional modelling a robust technique for automatically idealising a general 3D component is necessary. The two areas where future work is needed are the improvement of the procedures in this paper, and the use of 3D geometric data to allow the idealisation of non feature based models.

9.2.1 Improvements to current procedures

As has been previously mentioned the procedures outlined in this paper could not be fully implemented due to problems with how Boolean operations and topological information are exposed through the scripting interface of CATIA V5. Solutions to these problems would allow more advanced idealisation techniques to be developed.
To increase the range of models that can be idealised a more sophisticated method of interrogating and interpreting the CAD model feature tree must be established.

Feature specific techniques could be extended to consider other features known to produce thin sheets e.g. the shelling of solids. Some CAD modellers currently create mid surface models, but they do not treat chunky regions properly, as 3D solids embedded in global shell models.

In section 5.2 procedures are described that use Boolean operations to identify the differences between a dimensionally reduced feature and the component model. These techniques are also applicable for more general situations, for example in keeping track of the differences between a geometric model and an analysis model which may have undergone extensive de-featured and modification.

One disadvantage of the feature based approach outlined in this paper is that it requires a model to be in its native CAD format, and contain a feature tree. It cannot be used therefore in packages that do not support a feature based design approach, or models exported from their native CAD package in a neutral format (e.g. STEP or IGES). A robust technique for interrogating the “dumb” geometry is required.

### 9.2.2 Idealising dumb 3D geometries

The 3D MAT could be used to identify slender regions in a 3D model in much the same way as a 2D MAT was used for a planar surface. In this implementation the medial surfaces in the model could be used to determine where thin sheets of material occur, based on an aspect ratio taking account of lateral dimensions relative to the diameter of the inscribed sphere. A similar approach to that used for 2D could be used to partition the body.

If the 3D MAT were used to idealise a model using an extension of the 2D procedures an appropriate idealisation could still be created even if the implementation is not robust for all complex geometries. If some thin sheets are not identified by whatever method is used for geometric reasoning, they will be analysed in 3D meaning that the analysis will be slower but still accurate.

The need to identify thin sheets of material in a solid exists even if a full 3D analysis is used. [Yin et al. 2005] describe a procedure for finding thin sheets for use with 3D p-adaptive finite element analysis. Their approach identifies the surface triangles that exist on the opposite faces of thin regions. It achieves this using information about the MAT, namely the pairs of triangles associated with medial surface points, distance, adjacency, and classification information. This approach is used to create corresponding surface meshes on the opposite faces of thin solids and special p-element meshes in the thin solids which are much more efficient.

[Ahmad et al 1968] discuss the use of thick shell elements, the implementation of which is becoming more common in commercial finite element packages. The advantage of using thick shell elements are that no coupling is required, as the nodes of the thick shells correspond with those of the adjacent 3D bodies, and no dimensional reduction of the geometry is required. Once the component has been partitioned into slender and chunky regions, Figure 6, a process similar to that used by [Yin et al. 2005] can be used to generate the thick shell meshes.

[Lee et al. 2005] detail an approach where coarse global models are analysed. The global models are created by suppressing small details which have negligible effect on the global model and allow a coarse mesh to be used for the body. The small features are analysed separately using local sub models for which a denser mesh is applied. If a more sophisticated approach were found for interrogating the feature tree of a CAD model it might be possible to combine their approach with the procedures detailed in this paper.

### 10 Conclusions

Procedures to automate the dimensional reduction of a CAD component comprised of sketch based sweep and/or revolve features have been described.

The mixed dimensional models produced using these procedures provide accurate results in a fraction of the run time and model size of 3D models. The run time is longer than for models created using current industry best practice, but the accuracy is greatly improved. Suitable models can be created using a critical aspect ratio of 2.

The techniques are also less error prone since the appropriate idealisations are chosen based on quantitative assessment of aspect ratio as opposed to human judgement.

The web service implementation of the dimensional reduction of planar profiles in STEP format was straightforward. It greatly facilitated testing and dissemination of the research ideas.

Future effort will be directed at improving the ability to use CAD model feature tree information, and a method for interrogating dumb 3D geometries.
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